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NASA/NSF Biomedical Polar Research Workshop

On October 11-12, 1990, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
and the National Science Foundation (NSF) conducted a workshop to discuss
potential areas of biomedical research to be conducted jointly in the arctic and
antarctic. This workshop was held as part of an ongoing science planning effort
undertaken by the NASA Life Sciences Biomedical Programs and the NSF Polar
Programs to utilize the remote environment of manned polar bases as analogs for the
space environment. With the President's recent commitment to a U.S. presence on
Mars by 2019 (via Space Station and a lunar colony), NASA Life Sciences is
developing research programs that focus on the long-term health effects of the space
environment. Certain biomedical research areas are becoming increasingly important

to the programs and missions envisioned for the 1990s and the early 21st century.
Therefore, NASA is interested in using the polar regions as analogs to space in order
to conduct focused research on specific biomedical issues related to their space
exploration program. In addition, NSF has had a long history of research activities in
the arctic and antarctic. In the Long-Range Science Plan of the Polar Programs, NSF
identifies research in human behavior and medicine as an important part of its core
research effort.

The workshop was conducted to a provide a background of NASA and NSF goals, an
overview of previous and current biomedical research, and a discussion about areas
of potential future joint activities. The objectives of the joint research were defined as
follows:

To develop an understanding of the physiological, psychological, and
behavioral alterations and adaptations to extreme environments of the polar
regions;

• To ensure the health, well-being, and performance of humans in these
environments; and

• To promote the application of biomedical research to improve the quality of
life in all environments.

Dr. Chester Pierce, Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts, Chairman of the
workshop, welcomed the attendees (attachment 1) and provided a brief overview of
the agenda (attachment 2) for the workshop. Dr. Polly Penhale, Manager, NSF Polar
Biology and Medicine, then presented a brief overview of current NSF activities in the
antarctic which was followed by presentations by a number of NSF Principal
Investigators on their work in the antarctic. Dr. Elliot Dick, University of Wisconsin
Medical School, Madison, spoke about his epidemiological research on the cyclical
nature of the spread of colds and flu and the effectiveness of several countermeasures
currently in development to minimize their spread (attachment 3). Dr. Kerr Boyce,
U.S. Naval Hospital, San Diego, California, discussed an eight-year historical survey
of naval medical interventions at McMurdo Station and the medical capabilities of the

station (attachment 4). Dr. Albert Harrison, University of California at Davis, presented
a review of recent behavioral research on men and women in isolation and



confinement includingt0pics such as state of consciousness, stress, health, small
group dynamics, personnel selection, crew training, and environmental engineering
(attachment 5). Dr. Lester Reed, Naval Medical Research Institute, Bethesda,
Maryland, described his research on the changes observed in thyroid and hormone
production in extreme environments (attachment 6). Dr. Jeffrey Johnson, East
Carolina University, Greenville, North Carolina, discussed the importance of structural
approaches to the study of groups in isolated and extreme environments, drawing
similarities to groups in space (attachment 7). Dr. Lawrence Palinkas, University of
California at San Diego, discussed the psychological impacts of isolation and
confinement. And Dr. Noel Broadbent, Director, NSF Arctic Social Sciences,
presented cultural perspectives of survival in the extreme environments of the arctic.

Dr. Janis Stoklosa, Manager, NASA Life Sciences Biomedical Programs, then
presented an overview of NASA's Biomedical Programs including goals, objectives,
methodological approaches and key space research areas (attachment 8). She
further discussed rationale for using the polar regions as analogs for extended
duration missions and provided NASA proposed biomedical research areas for
studies in these regions. Dr. Mary Connors, Ames Research Center, Moffett Field,
California, who was not able to attend, provided material on crew factor issues
including human, automation, and telecommunication systems; strategic behavior and
workload; sleep, fatigue, and circadian rhythms; and virtual reality and spatial
instrumentation (attachment 9). Ms. Karen Gaiser, Lockheed Engineering and
Sciences Company, Washington, D.C., discussed microbiological factors with regard
to the transmission of infectious disease and environmental (i.e., air and water) control
(attachment 10). She also discussed NASA's interest in nutritional needs in extreme
environments. Dr. Charles Czeisler, Harvard Medical School, Cambridge,
Massachusetts, discussed the importance of circadian rhythms and his investigations
using bright light to reset the human biological clock to provide health benefits and
performance enhancement in operational situations. Dr. Richard Meehan, University
of Colorado Health Sciences Center, Denver, presented a review of prior space
immunology studies and relevant stress immunology studies (attachment 11). Dr.
Frederick Hagerman, OhiO University, Athens, described both the physiological and
psychological value of exercise during long-term exposure to space (attachment 12).
And Dr. Jack Stuster, Anacapa Sciences, Inc., Santa Barbara, California, discussed
habitability issues and requirements of long-term isolation and confinement
(attachment 13).

On the second day of the workshop, participants broke into two groups, i.e., human
factors and human physiology, to identify specific issues of relevant research in these
areas. The reports of these groups are as follows:

Group I Report: Human Factors

The major theme identified as relevant to both NSF and NASA deals with human
factors issues regarding activities in the polar regions. The significant topics within this
theme are: screening, selection and training; stress and adaptation; cognition and
performance; man-machine systems; habitat design; behavior measurement,
performance assessment, and methods improvement; and group dynamics.
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Screening. Selection and Training

The purpose of this research is to identify individual characteristics which are most
suitable to polar and space environments. Existing programs for the screening and
selection of polar expeditions have been successful in "selecting out" individuals
physically and psychologically unqualified for duty in extreme, isolated environments.
However, these programs have been less successful at predicting individual or group
patterns of adaptation and levels of performance in these environments. Research
could identify characteristics of individuals least likely to be affected by the unique
stressors associated with prolonged isolation in an extreme environment. Evaluation
of existing behavioral and occupational screening techniques or development of new
techniques for selecting personnel for duty in polar settings is also possible. For
instance, the sensitivity and specificity of techniques that screen individuals at the
group level rather than at the level of individual personalities could be explored. Polar
environments also provide a laboratory for developing techniques that could identify
personnel who can best perform under similar circumstances in space with the least
risk to health and well-being. Research could also develop requirements and
strategies for the training of crews to work together on long-duration missions in
extreme environments. This could include a systematic investigation of the effects of
crew size, structure, and organization in team building activities prior to deployment.

_;_ress and AdaDtation

The purpose of this research is to study the effects of extreme environments on
individual and group mental health and to develop countermeasures to minimize or
alleviate the identified negative effects. Survival in extreme environments demands
that attention be given to individual and group mental health. Such attention could be
directed to the prediction, measurement, and management of biopsychosocial
processes of adaptation and adjustment. Research could address the individual,
social, and environmental sources of stress in extreme environments, the
consequences of these stressors on human health and performance, and the
sociocultural and psychological characteristics of successful adaptation in these
settings. For instance, a better understanding of the role and function of cultural
attitudes, socialization, and adaptive knowledge is possible. Studies of the dynamics
of family separation and reunification are also possible in the context of prolonged
isolation in extreme environments.

It is important that studies address these issues from a multidisciplinary perspective.
For instance, psychological symptoms such as depression, insomnia, hostility, and
cognitive decrements could be influenced by social group dynamics, changes in
endocrine function, changes in circadian rhythm, health-related behavior (e.g.
nutrition, exercise), and the stress of prolonged isolation. These symptoms, in turn,
could influence patterns of social relations, cognitive and task performance,
immunocompetence, and general health and well-being. Moreover, the effect of these
stressors on performance could be moderated by a host of psychological, social, and
cultural factors.

Research could identify and define specific operational procedures and policies to
minimize and mitigate the adverse psychological effects of living and working under
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isolation and confinement. Proposed methods and techniques to sustain individual
and group performance and well-being, as well as avoiding interpersonal conflict,
could include preventive strategies which might serve polar expeditioners, their
families, and their home-based colleagues. Such efforts could involve the individual
or group during any phase of the mission from selection and training through
successful re-entry to home. In addition, research is needed to investigate the
effectiveness of group "buddy" methods or organizational procedures pertaining to
personal hygiene, outside communication, and food preparation and consumption in
minimizing problems such as depression, nostalgia, sleep disturbances, and
headaches.

Cognition and Performance

The purpose of this research is to investigate the impact of extreme environments on
cognition and performance. Accounts of men and women in isolation and confinement
yield many reports of cognitive impairment, including: mild confusion, problems of
maintaining concentration on the task at hand, distorted time perception, and reduced
attentiveness to external stimuli. Additional research could identify the antecedents to
and consequences of cognitive state and devise countermeasures for adverse
consequences. Among the important research areas are vigilance, problem-solving,
time perception, and automaticity or mindlessness. Such research could address the
role of cognitive state in group, as well as individual, problem-solving, decision-
making, and performance.

Man-Machine Systems

The purpose of this research is to study human-machine interfaces in the context of a
hostile, isolated environment. Machines will serve essential life support functions,
provide data useful for decision-making purposes, occasionally reach and implement
decisions, and play an integral role in work and in the advancement of science in polar
and space environments. Because a significantnumber of se_riouserrors and
problems have resulted from human-machine interfaces, several questions arise
regarding the integration of human and machine activity, especially the activities of
"intelligent" machines to contribute to or execute decisions. Such issues include the
allocation of tasks to humans and machines, perceived control, trust and distrust of
machine activity, manual override, and skill degradation. Particularly complex are
problems of telescience, telemedicine, and other activities that require coordination of
groups of people and machines that are at disparate locations. Research i_ needed to
identify requirements for combining human, automation, and telecommunications
systems into an integrated, synergistic, and fully-functioning overall system capable of
supporting extended polar and space missions.

Habitat Design

The purpose of this research is to identify habitat designswhich enhance human
performance and productivity, essential in isolated and confined environments.
Research could identify potential design features and systematically evaluate the
effectiveness of those features in sustaining human performance for long durations
under conditions of isolation and confinement. These features could include free-
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volume requirements, food system, habitat aesthetics, privacy, lighting, noise
abatement, and recreational opportunities.

Behavior Measurement. Performance Assessment. and Methods ImDrovement

The purpose of this research is to develop more efficient and descriptive behavior
measurements, performance assessments, and research methodologies that are
particularly relevant to studies in extreme and isolated environments. This research
could focus on new or improved data collection and analytical methods, research
protocols, and measures of important theoretical concepts. This could include an
improved means for the measurement of psychosocial variables used to determine
individual and group morale, cognitive and physical performance, productivity, social
support, and psychological health and well-being; the "real time" assessment of
mental and physical workloads of personnel in order to predict and minimize the
overloading of specific capabilities and guide the reallocation of assigned tasks; and
the development and application of existing and statistical techniques particularly
suited to social and behavioral science research involving small sample sizes.

GrouD Dynamics

The purpose of this research is to examine small group dynamics in extreme
environments with small group defined as a group consisting of no more than ten
people. As the crews of isolated polar research stations and extended space missions
become more socially and culturally heterogeneous, it is important to understand how
this complexity will affect individual and group performance. Also of interest are
studies that advance our understanding of the role of leadership, task differentiation,
variations in workloads, the development of organizational culture, the role and
function of culturally-determined attitudes and behavior, and the role of personality in
facilitating group problem-solving, performance, morale, and productivity in extreme
environments. Studies that incorporate longitudinal research designs that can better
investigate processes of group formation, adaptation, and conflict are also potential
research areas.

Group !1 Report: Human Physiology

One of the themes of the potential research deals with the type and extent of
physiological alterations and adaptations experienced in extreme environments. The
subcategories within this theme are: circadian rhythms, epidemiology of infectious
illness, and energy balance and thermoregulation.

Ciro_dian Rhythms

The purpose of this research is to study the daily cycling of hormonal, physiological,
and cognitive parameters and to study how these cycles may be altered by changes in
lighting, activity, and wakefulness, all common to both spaceflight and polar residence.
Specifically, extended experimental protocols could include the natural laboratory of
polar environments, controlling external lighting and temperature, to investigate daily
variation in body temperature, and hypothalamic, pineal, and pituitary regulation. In
addition, performance tasks, thermoregulation, and hormonal and immunologic
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responses could be measured to understand the significance of these circadian
patterns. Specific interventions of light exposure or sleep deprivation could also be
imposed to better understand these cycles.

Epidemiology of Infectious Illness

The purpose of this research is to investigate the effects of various space-simulated
environments on the ability of the human host to respond to immune insult through
infection. This research could include studies of the susceptibility of persons exposed
to long periods of group isolation and/or studies of circumstances where natural
rhythms of sleep and wakefulness are perturbed.

The unique polar environment could allow longitudinal studies to identify which
aspects of human immune effector cell function are modulated by the neuroendocrine-
mediated influence of changing circadian rhythms or the combined stresses of polar
isolation. Projects could focus on identifying markers of reduced immune competence
and the mechanism of stress-induced immune dysregulation.

Potential studies could include appropriate control groups and determine if measured
immune variables predict susceptibility to infectious disease or reactivation of viral
infection. The effectiveness of countermeasures including the prevention of microbial
transmission, anti-viral chemotherapy or biologic response modifiers could also be
included.

:ill : 3 z _;-- : =

There is a probability that mid-isolation outbreaks of infectious disease in space and
polar environments could occur spontaneously or following resupply of inanimate
objects. Such outbreaks have been reported many times in isolated populations but
do not have solid etiologic documentation. Since these outbreaks are sporadic and
unpredictable, the medical records of several isolated populations, especially of polar
regions, could be reviewed. Populations could then be studied prospectively by
remote methods such as satellite communications and on-site epidemiological and

microbiological investigations.

Energy Balance and Thermoreeulation

The purpose of this research is to determine the importance of exercise and nutrition in
blunting the negative physiological responses often accompanying long-term
exposure to confinement, as well as their effectiveness as positive interventions for the
relief of boredom, a state that has already been expedenced]n iSOlated polar regions
and will most likely be a part of any space flight or station experience of long duration.
It is suggested that human exercise, nutrition, and thermoreguiation studies,
conducted either individually or in combination, be developed so that energy input and
output could be studied under extreme isolated conditions.

This research could provide information for determining_the caloric intake and
nutritional requirements of polar crews. Space flight experience has shown that
astronauts require a greater caloric intake than expected. This experience has also
been noted in certain workers in the antarctic, such as divers and heavy vehicle

operators. Studies investigating carbohydrate, protein, fat, vitamin, electrolyte, and
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trace metal intake and utilization could lead to an understanding of specific nutrient
requirements for long-term polar residents and space travelers. Diet regimens could
be developed and evaluated to determine effects on performance efficiency,
behavioral patterns, endocrine level, and body mass.

Physiological studies could emphasize musculoskeletal, cardiovascular, and
respiratory responses to exercise with a special emphasis on factors affecting
compliance to exercise in an isolated environment. Methodologies which include
whole body, organ, cellular, and molecular investigation are possible.
Thermoregulation is also a potential experimental focus and could be studied in
conjunction with both energy input and output.
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Talk on October ii, 1990 at the NASA/NSF Antarctic Biomedical Science Working

Group in Washington, D.C.

EPIDEMIOLOGIC RESEARCH IN ANTARCTICA

Including derivative work on virus transmission and transmission interruption

using the Antarctic Hut model

Introduction

In any civilization, regardless of its state of industrialization, literacy,

and standard of living, disease" of the respiratory tract - 90% caused by

viruses - is overwhelmingly its most common health affliction. Our labora-

tory has been studying the epidemiology and transmission of respiratory

viruses since the early 1960's. The first studies were in a University of

Wisconsin housing village, Eagle Heights, where it was demonstrated that these

viruses pass through even small populations as very "mixed cultures"; within

one 12-unit apartment building, half a dozen different viruses could spread

simultaneously. Surprisingly, however, an individual virus often did not

transmit easily. Within a single family, only about 50Z of the susceptibles

became infected with a single virus type, and the visas often did not move to

a neighboring apartment and very seldom to the apartments at the other end of

the building. Subsequently, we studied a second grade school population and

found, as well, that several viruses moved simultaneously and slowly through

this population.

We were very surprised that the viruses did not spread more readily, but

making definite conclusions about means of spread was hampered by the distinct

possibility that the several viruses in these open populations were, in

themselves, interfering with person-to-person transmission. (If one is

infected with one virus, it is often difficult to be infected with a second

virus, and sometimes this antiviral protection can last for a week or more.)

We then turned to human volunteer transmission studies wherein we infected one

or more individuals with a specific virus and then placed these infected

persons (donors) in rooms with other individuals (recipients) who had no

antibody to'this virus. The donors and recipients engaged in various inter-

active behaviors, e.g., playing cards, singing, working with TV games, etc.

Much to our amazement, virus transmission was nearly impossible even with

hours of exposure; transmission was really only readily accomplished when

married couples were the donor-recipient pair. Even here, transmission

occurred in only one-third of the couples. (A 1976 Reprint [_i] describing

our married couple study is enclosed.)

These studies with volunteers were consonant with our prior epidemiologic

studies. We felt that all our results suggested strongly that respiratory

viruses often disseminated with difficulty and therefore might be kept from

spreading by use of increased personal sanitation. We attempted to test this

hypothesis using the married couples as a transmission model and iodinated



facial tissues as the sanitary agent. Unfortunately, the married couple model
proved to be so uncertain a transmission vehicle that it could not serve its

purpose as a transmission model.

In the spring of 1975, I had the great good fortune to meet Dr. Harold

Muchmore of the Oklahoma State Medical School who was also a pre-eminent

Antarctic epidemiologist. He explained to me how the personnel at McMurdo

station, especially during the winter fly-in (Winfly) period, could serve as

an isolated population where few viruses were present and their natural

progress could be followed in detail within a group of approximately 200. At

Winfly 1975, using Dr. Muchmore's NSF logistics support and our NASA grants

(much of the human volunteer work had actually been supported by NASA), a

young Oklahoma State medical s£udent and I went to McMurdo to determine the

feasibility of assaying the epidemiology of the respiratory viruses in the

population. We found the Antarcticans to be very well motivated and it was

actually possible to carry out a fairly thorough epidemlologic study during

Winfly 1975. A by-product of that investigation was our first inkling that

the winter-over (WO) population was not especially susceptible to respiratory

disease. We returned to the United States very enthusiastic about the

possibility of doing definitive studies of interpersonal virus transmission

at McMurdo Station and, possibly, interrupting transmission in the population.

Before I launch into a description of our work at McMurdo Station and the

derivative development of a human volunteer transmission model, The Antarctic

Hut, it may be useful to introduce the audience to the jumble of respiratory
viruses.

Slide 1 - The respiratory viruses. This illustration depicts the seven

different virus groups which cause respiratory infections. Each of these

groups has subsidiary members which are antigenically distinct; none of these

135+ viruses yields any cross immunity to one another. Each of the viruses is

able to cause everything from a common cold to severe influenza an_ pneumonia.

However, influenza viruses are much more likely to cause severe illnesses than

are the coronaviruses or the rhinoviruses. The latter two viruses are usually

called the "common cold viruses" with the rhinoviruses far in predominance.

Herpes simplex was not listed; it also Can cause colds and a rather severe

sore throat. It is the same organism which can cause sexually transmitted

diseases and has done so in epidemic form over the past 15 years or so.

Slide 2 - Epidemic curve of viruses in a 25-family pogul@tipn. In order to
illustrate h0w viruses-move in Clusters through a small population, depicted

is an epidemic curve for the academic year 1964-65 in 25 families we studied

at Eagle Heights, the UW student housing village. All 25 families were housed

in one three-building group of 12-unit apartments. The population was

approximately 100, with half of them children of school and pre-school abe.

This 1964-65 epidemic curve is very typical of any year, with the parainflu-

enza viruses in late fall, followed by winter with a mixture of several

viruses (influenza, parainfluenza i, respiratory syncytial virus, etc.) and

spring with a rhinovirus outbreak. A somewhat similar distribution will be

seen each year in nearly any population in developed countries, at least in

the northern hemisphere.



Slide 3 - Respiratory viruses in a single Eagle Heights building. This slide

illustrates the 15 viruses which infected 12 families within a single Eagle

Heights building over 1963-65. You will note that there are several viruses

which were not listed in the previous 1964-65 slide; this illustrates the

changing mix of viruses that passes through populations in sequential years.

These two foregoing slides also illustrate well the near impossibility of syn-

thesizing a vaccine for protection against all the respiratory viruses and, as

well, the similarly great difficulty in developing antiviral drugs for these

varied and ubiquitous agents. Currently, we have only influenza vaccine which

is not very effective, and, as an antiviral, amantadine which is a fair

preventive against influenza A. Nothing else is available. The sheer

technical difficulty of copingwith 135+ viruses by conventional vaccine and

antiviral drug techniques makes environmental control of virus transmission

probably the only practical method for eliminating virus infections in any

population, including those projected for planetary colonies.

Epidemlolo_y in Antarctica

Slide 4 - Antarctic research seasons at McMurdo. During our McMurdo studies

(1976-80), 50-70 persons wintered over, and, at the beginning of Winfly,

approximately 150 new persons from the United States and New Zealand joined

the WO party. The duration of Winfly is approximately five weeks and is

succeeded in early October by the vanguard of the summer researchers. During

the Austral summer there are frequent flights between McMurdo Station and

Christchurch, New Zealand, so the population is no longer very isolated.

Slide 5 - MaD of McMurdo Station. McMurdo Station is a substantial village

with: a major dormitory (Building 155) which houses most of the Winfly

residents and contains the kitchen end mess hall, a modern dispensary and

small hospital (Building 142), an electricity generating plant (Building 136),

a firehouse (Building 182), the biology laboratory (Building 56), which

contained our virus units, other dormitories (Buildings 125 and 137), and NSF

headquarters (Building 167). During the summer research season, this complex

of buildings can house and occupy up to 1,000 individuals.

Slides 6-17 - These were all McMurdo Station scenery slides which are familiar

to most of you, and, therefore, add little to the scientific narrative. They

are not included.

Slide 18 - The evening meal at the Buildin_ 155 mess hall. About 90_ of the

population took all three meals in this dining area; the remainder ate at

separate kitchens in the firehouse or at the power plant, or, occasionally, in

their individual housing quarters.

Slide 19 - The mess line at the Buildin K 155 dining facility. Since 90% of the

population ate at the Building 155 mess facility, this was a very convenient

place to conduct surveillance for respiratory disease. The men were asked

about their colds every day, and those who had colds were cultured in the



dispensary across from the messhall. The resultant nasal washings were
inoculated within hours into cell culture in the nearby biology building. We
equipped its microbiology laboratory for virus work without difficulty. The
biology building was very uncrowdedduring Winfly with good microbiological
facilities including research microscopes. (I presumethat the newmicrobiol-
ogy building under construction will have an excellent virus facility able to

handle the virology envisioned with the NASA/NSF Antarctic analog program.)

Slide 20 - Dr. Adrian Mandel interviewinz a Navy man in the BuildinK 155 mess

line. This is a close-up of our interviewing process in the McMurdo mess

line. I wish to call particular attention to Dr. Mandel. For about 15 years

(1965-80), our research was partially funded from NASA/AMES, and Dr. Mandel

was my project officer. He went with us during Winfly of 1976 and 1977. He

is, by training, a bacteriologist and performed an outstanding and quite

heroic job in those two years. He was then in his late 50's and uncomplain-

ingly put in the terribly long hours required. He was outstanding with the

McMurdo personnel, had superb aseptic technique in the laboratory and was as

skilled at veni-puncture as anyone whom I have met. We were very grateful to

NASA for permitting him to join us for those two very important years. I

understand that he has just retired from his position at Ames; I'm sorry that

I wasn't able to add my accolades at his retirement celebration.

Slide 21 - The epidemic curve of respiratory virus disease at McMurdo Station_

Winfly 1976. To the best of my knowledge, this is the first successful

epidemiologic and etiologic surveillance of an isolated population using

modern virologic techniques. (A Reprint [_2] describing this investigati0n is

enclosed.) Respiratory illnesses, as usual, move very slowly. Counting five

indigenous colds reported by the WO population (we hav e never isolated viruses

from colds reported by the winter-over personnel at the beginning of winter

fly-in, so we are somewhat suspicious of the authenticity of these indigenous

colds) as well as 31 colds brought in by the newcomers at the beginning of

Winfly, the 200 person population started with a total of 36 colds. These

initial colds gave rise to only 52 subsequent colds over the five-week Winfly

period. About i% of the population reported new colds each day. In mid-

September, the colds peaked at ]0 in 200 men.

Interestingly, there were really two epidemic curves, one for the new (summer)

population and the other for those who had wintered-over. This is best

illustrated on Figure 5 on p. 327 in Reprint #2. The newcomers began with

about 20% of the population infected, and at the end of Winfly this had

diminished to 5Z. Conversely, the WO men started out at 5% and ended up at

10-15% The curve in the WO population is certainly explainable in that these

men were just being exposed to a new group of viruses, but that in the summer

men does not seem to be obviously explicable. At the end of Winfly, the major

virus isolated, McMurdo 88 (McM 88), had plenty of susceptibles left to infect

in the summer men; only 19 of 78 summer men without McM 88 antibody became

infected (see table 5 on p. 330 in Reprint #2).

In great contrast to our expectations, there was no severe outbreak of disease

in the WO personnel.
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Only two virus types were isolated, both of them non-typable rhinoviruses.
For reasons we do not understand, only McM88 was transmitted widely, account-
ing for 25 of the 88 colds. At the time of the greatest number of colds, mid-
September, around 15 of the 30 were associated definitely with McM88.

(Should it interest the reader, at the end of Reprint #2, under Conclusions

and ExtraDolations (pp. 338-339), I have summarized what I feel to be the sig-

nificance of this McMurdo investigation and have tried to place it in the

context of our other work, including our subsequent "Antarctic Hut" experi-

ments.)

Slide 22 - EDidemic curve durinK Winfly, 1977. Our overall findings in 1977

were very similar to those of 1976, including a very slow rate of virus spread
and no difference between the'WO and summer men in incidence or severity of

illness. (A Preprint [#3] of a publication which will appear in the March,
1991 issue of the American Journal of Epidemiolo_y is enclosed.) There were

also two interesting new observations: (I) although rhinoviruses were present

as well, adenovirus type 21 (Ad21) was predominant. This virus often causes

epidemics of rather severe influenza-like illness in susceptible military

populations. At McMurdo, the Ad21 patients were rather severely ill with

influenza-like symptoms, but the spread of this agent through the population

was extremely slow. This was especially peculiar in that the hallmark of Ad21

illness is a lasting, severe cough, which should hasten spread. This charac-

teristic cough was present in this population. We do not know why the Ad21

did not spread rapidly; perhaps there were not enough initial cases (only 3)

or the population was too dispersed. The ventilation i__ssexcellent in Building

155, the major housing and dining quar£ers. The presence of antibody in the

population did not account for the slow spread, as approximately 89% of the

population had no Ad21 antibody. (2) Those individuals who had jobs which

kept them outdoors in unheated (-30 ° C.) circumstances, day after day, had a

high rate of Ad21 infections. They had an attack rate of 57%, compared with 8%

in those men who worked in indoor environments. The difference was statisti-

cally highly significant (< 0.001). This unusual circumstance is described by

Dr. Shult on pages ii and 12 of Preprlnt #3 and is discussed on pages 15 and

16. While there were possible confounding factors in this unusual outbreak,
this observation needs to be examined in a more controlled circumstance. It

would be interesting to move our Antarctic Hut model down to McMurdo Station

and use as =ecipients some of the frigid outdoor workers and compare, in the

same experiment, some of the men with indoor jobs. Maybe it is not a good

idea to become chilled when cold viruses are circulating! The effect of

chilling on colds has been examined by prior investigators in human volunteer

models, and nothing positive has emerged. However, those experiments did not

subject the volunteers to anything like the severe environment to which these

men were subjected at McMurdo Station. Most of these very cold men were

equipment operators in unheated cabs working out at Williams Field, or the

fuel suppliers who also spent much time outside.

Slide 23 - Buildin_ 137_ a small dormitory. This demonstrates the external

structure of a small dormitory, which is very similar to the dormitory

building next door, Building 125, in which we did the following intensive

epidemiologic study.



Slide 24 - Rate of colds and of McMurdo 88 colds in four McMurdo Station

buildings. (This is Figure 7 on p. 332 of Reprint #2.) Note that the

occupants of two small buildings (125 and 136) have much higher illness attack

rates, both of colds in general and of McM 88 in particular, than the resi-

dents of Building 155. We studied Building 136 and 125 intensively, but

Building 125 was more of a viral "pure culture" and made for easier analysis.

(In Reprint #2, illness and virus movement in Buildings 136 and 125 are

depicted on Figures 8 and 9.) We do not know positively why the attack rates

were higher in the two smaller dormitories, but the population was much less

dense in Building 155, and, as well, Building 155 had an extremely good

ventilation system, using a significant portion of outside air. Buildings 136

and 125 recirculated the air.

Slide 25 - Dissemination of Rhinovirus McMurdo 88 in Buildin_ 125. Fourteen

men lived in Building 125, all of them employees of Holmes and Narver, the

civilian contractor at McMurdo Station. They slept in nine small bunk rooms

and, as well, had a small day room where many evenings were spent playing

cards or engaging in other convivialities. The great majority of these men

were skilled tradesmen and very gregarious. Of the 14 occupants, only one,

Person K, had antibody to McM 88 (surprisingly, he became infected). All but

two of the colds were diagnosable in that we obtained acute and convalescent

serum specimens appropriate for measuring seroconversion to McM 88. There

were, in all, five McM 88 infections in the building, one of them (subject AA)

being subclinical. The cold in subject V was a severe incoming cold, and the

subsequent McM 88 colds were Of varying severity, but all were typical cold-

like illnesses. (See Reprint #2, figure 6, p. 329 for cold severity of each

McM 88 case; a mild cold is less than 7, moderate 7-12, severe, greater than

12.) The last McM 88 cold was in subject K, whose cold began on September 13.

At this time, there were four active McM 88 infections among these 14 men, but

no further infections were reported. Five individuals reported no colds, and

they did not seroconvert to McM 88, indicating that they were probably not

subclinically infected with this virus. This attack rate within this family-

like population was much like that in the normal families we had studied in

Wisconsin - around 50%,

The low attack rate among the Building 125 population was of particular

interest, because we watched all the possible "cold-spreading" circumstances

in which these men lived. It seemed astounding that dissemination was so low.

When we returned to Wisconsin, I found a 1976 publication by members of Great

Britain's famous Common Cold Unit at Salisbury which set me to thinking about

the men in Building 125. The English had obtained nearly 100% transmission of

Rhinovirus type 2 among human volunteers in British Antarctica. The colds

were also very severe. These Antarctic colds were compared with simultane-

ously-induced Rhinovirus 2 colds back in England, and the latter colds were

much milder and did not spread at all. These investigators ascribed the

severe colds and high transmission in Antarctica to a special sensitivity to

respiratory viruses among the Antarctic vQlunteerswho had wintered over.

Since we had not found any particular susceptibility among the WO men at

McMurdo, I suspected that the high transmission in the Antarctic was due to

crowding, poor ventilation and the severe illnesses in the persons inoculated

with Rhinovirus type 2. (Our discussion of this outbreak in British Antarc-



tica can be found on pp. 334-336 in Reprint #2.) We surmised that, had we had

several severe colds in the Building 125 population, there might have been a

high rate of spread under these crowded and poorly ventilated circumstances.

The contrast in the observations in Building 125 and those of the Common Cold

Unit among British Antarcticans prompted our subsequent "Antarctic Hut" ex-

periments, which will be described after the next section.

An Experiment at McMurdo Station t Antarctica in the Interruption of Respira-

tory Virus Transmission

We did not carry on surveillance in Antarctica during 1978; instead, we worked

with the S.C. Johnson Company of Racine, Wisconsin (Johnson's Wax) to develop

a virucidal facial tissue which would be at least suitable for experimental

virus-interruption purposes in a small population such as that at McMurdo

during Winfly. They devised a quite satisfactory product which was lightly

perfumed and dark brown in color. The tissues wereactually made through the

remodeling of some rooms in the S.C. Johnson plant in Auckland, New Zealand.

The only real disadvantage to these tissues was that the iodine would sublime

within a few hours, so about a dozen tissues were sealed in literally thou-

sands of clear plastic containers. The tissues were all ready for an inter-

ruption trial in Winfly 1979.

Extensive orientation of the personnel for the Winfly 1979 trial was carried

out. I flew down just before the base was closed for the winter and told the

1979 WO personnel of our plans and enlisted the help of the WO physician.

During the six months overwintering stint, our laboratory had regular conver-

sations with members of the WO party. Before Winfly 1979, the summer person-

nel were also thoroughly informed. We gave several talks at Port Hueneme, at

Christchurch and at McMurdo. Accordingly, the entire population understood (I

think!) what we were trying to do and how we were going to do it.

Slide 25 - Handin_ out the virucidal tissues ("Killer Kleenexes"_ in the chow

line. Mr. David Breshnahan_ the NSF representative at McMurdo_ receives his

tissues eagerly. Each day in the chow line we handed out packets of tissues

to all persons dining in the Building 155 mess and, as well, distributed

larger packets at strategic places over the base. (Each morning, a couple of

people from our group loaded the bed of a truck with large tissue packets and

picked up the day-old packets all over the base and left new ones. It was a

very cold "paper route.") The tissues were supposed to be used systemat-

ically every hour for clearing the nasal passages and wiping the hands and

face. This was a voluntary effort, but the individuals were urged on by their

superiors in Holmes and Narver or in the Navy. Those individuals who had

respiratory disease used only the iodine tissues for nasal sanitation,

covering coughs and sneezes, and wiping the hands and face.

Slide 27 - The epidemic curve for the population of 233 men durin_ Winfly_

1979. We permitted the usual outbreak to begin and respiratory illness

proceeded until September i0 at a normal, or slightly above normal, incidence

of infection. At the evening meal of September 10, we began to hand out the



tissues as described in the previous paragraph. In the days immediately
thereafter there was actually a little rise in incidence for two or three days
after the tissues were given out (incubation period?) and then a sharp

diminution of both incidence and prevalence occurred. The incidence per day

was 4.3 through September 15 and 1.7 for the remainder of Winfly; the dif-

ference was highly significant (X 2 = 33, P = < 0.001).

Slide 28 Incidence and prevalence of respiratory disease in 69 WO 1979

personnel. The drop in incidence and prevalence was especially marked in the

WO personnel, particularly when compared with a normal Winfly curve for the WO

personnel as is depicted on the next slide.

Slide 29 - Normal WO epidemic curve (Winfly 1976). The WO personnel "catch"

their colds from the newly arrived summer personnel and the incidence and

prevalence curves slowly rise until a steady state is reached in mid-Septem-

ber. The precipitous drop in Winfly 1979 is decidedly abberant (slide 28).

This was an historically controlled interruption trial, with all the frailties

such trials are subject to. Although the decrease in respiratory illness was

significant, obvious and sharp, the controls were the normal years of 1975,
1976 and 1977. You have seen the latter two years; the curve for 1975 was

similar. Nonetheless, the events of 1979 could have just been a normal

epidemic curve of the particular viruses present that year which were Influen-

za B, several parainfluenza viruses and some rhinoviruses - not exactly a pure

culture! We, nor any of our consultants, could devise a way in which the 1979

Winfly population itself could be split into control and test groups. The

difficulty rested in that the purpose of the experiment could only be to stop

basewide cold transmission, done by smothering the viruses in those persons

ill using the virucidal tissues for that purpose. W%en smothered and killed

at the source, the viruses could not infect another individual. If we had

split the population in half and used placebo and test tissues, all that could

have occurred would have been a halving of the number of people on base who

would have been smothering their colds. Only when individuals are protecting

themselves is a control group possible in a single population. In theory, we

could have arranged somehow an isolation of two populations at McMurdo, but

that would have been nearly impossible, and, also, different viruses would

almost surely have circulated in each population.

If the sharply diminishing disease rates in 1979 are genuinely a result of

virucidal tissue use, almost surely this was due to the presence of influenza

virus in the population. It got everybody's attention! We identified

influenza in the population shortly after beginning the tissue handouts and

realized full well the potential disaster which faced us in this closed

population. The medical officer for that year and the base commander called a

meeting of all supervisory personnel, and the medical officer and I explained

the circumstances. The only ayailable method for stanching this possible

influenza epidemic was careful and thorough use of the virucidal tissues.

Accordingly, their use was made mandatory and a bulletin so Stating was

issued. Everyone at McMurdo understood the possible serious outcome of wide-

spread influenza, and use of the tissues became epidemic! The Executive

Meeting occurred and the all-hands memorandum was issued, if I recall correct-

ly, on September 13, and in a couple of days, the number of new cases entering



the dispensary dropped markedly. The diminution was even greater than

depicted in the slides, as the data in the figures represent date of onset,

not dat4 of dispensary admission. The latter was a couple of days later than

the time of onset. It became extremely apparent around September 17 that

influenza was falling rapidly, and the tissues received the credit whether

deserved or not. To those of us at McMurdo during this time, the sudden

diminution of serious illness did seem like something of a miracle. In

gratitude, and with considerable humor, plaques and medals were made for our

group and were presented, as a complete surprise, at the base-wide award

ceremony at the end of Winfly. I considered bringing these mementos to our

October 11-12 meeting, as the citations were so clever and humorous. There

was no little mutual gratitude involved; our group was most grateful to the

base personnel for taking the_roblem seriously and pursuing the appropriate

preventive measure so assiduously. Likewise, I believe the McMurdo personnel

may have been somewhat grateful to us for possibly aborting an outbreak of

serious and potentially fatal illness. Maybe we did!

When we returned to Wisconsin from McMurdo, we reported our results to S.C.

Johnson in Racine, and also to Kimberly-Clark, the makers of Kleenex tissue

and other similar products. The two companies and the University of Wisconsin

began negotiations to develop a practical version of the "Killer Kleenex."

We had sufficient tissues remaining to perform another experiment in Winfly

1980. However, in 1980 we had great difficulties in arranging for good

orientation sessions of the new men, and we did not have the help of an

influenza epidemic. We did achieve considerable diminution of disease, but

the curve was nothing like 1979. One of the reasons for difficulties in

Winfly 1980 is the outbreak depicted on the next slide.

Slide 30 - A shard outbreak of cold-like illnesses at Scott Base durin_ mid-

Winfly. As most of you know, Scott Base is around 2-1/2 miles down the road

from the much larger American base at McMurdo. The New Zealanders at Scott

Base and the Americans at McMurdo had much contact with one another, par-

ticulary on a social basis. Actually, during our years in Antarctica, we

carried on epidemiologic studies at Scott Base along with those at McMurdo,

and found that very little illness occurred at Scott Base during Winfly, and

we never found McMurdo viruses at Scott Base. Typical is the complete absence

of illness at Scott Base during the first couple of weeks of 1980. However,

coincident with an end-of-season WO party at Scott Base, was a very substan-

tial outbreak of illness involving eleven of the twelve residents. The

circumstances of this outbreak were unusual. The main entertainment at the

party was an excellent American orchestra from McMurdo. The leader, who was

also the major vocalist and a saxophonist, had a severe cold, as did a couple

of his sidemen. While the index case for this sharp outbreak occurred the day

prior to the WO party, it seems very likely that the major source of the

outbreak was the vibrating larynx of the band leader with the severe cold.

(Frustratingly, we have been unable to establish the etiology of this out-

break, even though excellent specimens were furnished by all those ill and

were placed in cell culture on the same day. We have not as yet, however,

tried serodiagnosis of viruses which will not propagate in cell culture, such

as the coronaviruses.) There are a couple of other similar outbreaks recorded

in the scientific literature, one in which a band leader disseminated rubella
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to his audience in Honolulu (Marks et al. Saturday Night Fever: A common-

source outbreak of rubella amon_ adults in Hawaii. Am J Epidemiol 114:574-83

[1981]) and the other in an airplane at Homer, Alaska where a single in-

dividual with severe influenza disseminated her illness to 72% of her fellow

passengers (Moser, et al. An outbreak of influenza aboard a commercial

airliner. Am J Epidemiol, 110:1-6 [1979]). These three outbreaks demonstrate

rather clearly the environment in which rapid dissemination of respiratory

illnesses can occur either on earth or within a space capsule or a planetary

colony.

Development of the Antarctic Hut Transmission Model

As stated above, upon our return from Antarctica in 1980, negotiations were

resumed with Johnson's Wax and Kimberly-Clark. I talked to the executives and

scientific personnel of the two companies, bringing them up to date on our

1980 results which weren't all that good. They were not, however, deterred at

all. At this time, the theoretical method for respiratory virus transmission

probably had a great deal to do with their eagerness. As a result of some
work in the late 1970's from the University of Virginia, it seemed that the

most likely way of transmission, at least of rhinovirus infections, was

through hand contact. If this were so, a virucidal tissue should very

effectively stop transmission. In actuality, the evidence was really not all

that good, and I did try to point this out to the assemblage.

Notwithstanding my cautionary remarks, we began immediately the quest for a

more practical virucidal facial tissue and a population in which to test it.

At our first working meeting, the Kimberly-Clark chief chemist, Dr. Shafi

Hussein, suggested that we try citric acid as a virucide to take advantage of

most respiratory viruses' sensitivity to acid and of the capacity of citric

acid to stick to wood fibers. We promptly tried this in our laboratory and

found it to be excellent; one square!nch of citric acid-treated tissue

destroyed one million rhinoviruses in less than one minute. Subsequently,

sodium lauryl sulfate and malic acid were added to deal more effectively with

the enveloped viruses. The resultant facial tissue was completely non-toxic,

highly virucidal, stable and did not impart any color to the fiber base.

We then discussed the population in which to test the effectiveness of the

tissue. My experience with a variety of populations made me highly skeptical

of testing the tissue in this trial phase in any population which could not be

nearly completely controlled. I suggested that we try to create a human
volunteer transmission model using the knowledge gleaned in Antarctica by both

the British and ourselves. Dr. Husseln and his colleages decided on the

latter course and we began promptly. Our first experiment was only partially

successful but our second succeeded beyond our wildest dreams. We placed five

to ten men whom we had infected with Rhinovirus type 16 (don0rs) together with

five other men who had no antibody tO this virus (recipients) together in a

single room for seven days, and all five susceptible persons were infected -

as were four of seven individuals who were monitoring the experimentl These

monitors were in the study unit approximately four hours per day. We did four

confirmatory experiments to set the conditions necessary for the most effi-

cient test of the virucidal tissues. These five experiments were placed

together in a 1984 "model" publication which is enclosed (Reprint #4),
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together with another volunteer paper of ours which was published simul-
taneously as a twin (Reprint #5) in the Journal of Infectious Diseases. These

two papers were published together with two others which described unsuccess-

ful efforts with interferon as an anti-rhinovirus drug. Accompanying these

four papers was a Perspective written by Dr. Robert B. Couch, one of the

editors for the Journal of Infectious Diseases and a long-time worker with

various respiratory viruses. He discussed these four papers and others in the

Perspective, including ours under a section entitled Environmental Control? on

p. 170 of the accompanying reprint (Reprint #6). The essence of the five

experiments in our "Model" paper (Reprint #5) is illustrated on slide 31.

Slide 31 - Relationship between the number of hours to which each recipient

was exposed to one or more donors and his probability of becoming infected.

Rather amazingly there was a 6irect straight line relationship between the

amount of time a recipient was exposed to an infected donor and his probabili-

ty of becoming infected. One Donor Hour of Exposure (DHE) is the exposure of

one or more recipients to a single donor for one hour. If the recipient is

exposed to two donors for one hour this is two DEE; if he is exposed to two

donors for ten hours, this is twenty DHE. The rate of transmission, within

reason, seems not to depend upon the number of recipients but upon the number
of donors in the room.

We wished to work out an arrangement whereby it was possible for about 50% of

the recipients to become infected and wished to do that in the shortest period

of time possible, preferably one day. You will note by interpolation on the

graph that this requires approximately 200 (DHE). This would have taken more

than one day, as our eight donors over twelve hours would yield only 96 DHE.

We then decided to change the volunteer arrangement in the model to permit

more intensive exposure and hoped to get 50% transmission within one 12-hour

day. We settled on an intensive exposure via a continuous 12-hour poker game

(with lunch breaks) with eight donors and twelve recipients in the experiment

room. This arrangement is demonstrated on Slide 32.

Slide 32 - The 12-hour poker game <Antarctic Hut) transmission model. The

reader will note that there are four tables, each with two donors and three

recipients seated around the periphery. At one end of the room is located a

monitor's table where all the activities and signs of colds are recorded by

two graduate students. These two individuals plus other members of our

research team continuously observe operations. We selected low-stakes poker

as our major interaction vehicle for four reasons: (I) By using cards and

poker chips, there was a continuous shuffle of objects, potentially filled

with rhinoviruses, to the various people around the table. (2) The character

of the game caused somewhat boisterous behavior. (3) The face-to-face

arrangement of the volunteers provided a good opportunity for airborne

transmission. (4) At least in its basic elements, poker is a fairly easy game

to learn, and it is sufficiently compelling - even with nickel and dime bets -

to be played for many hours.

Slides 33 and 34 View of the interaction room through the lens of a video

camera. This is a typical poker game with the monitors taking down all

movements and signs of illness. Note the happy, rather excited demeanor of

the young experimenters.
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As soon as we decided upon this 12-hour model, it was tested, and we obtained
a 42%transmission rate in the first trial. Quite naturally, Kimberly-Clark

was anxious for us to test their new virucidal facial tissues in this model,

which we did. We got no transmission at allf This was quite astonishing to

us and is depicted on the next slide.

Slide 35 - Complete interruption of RVI6 transmissions by a virucidal tissue.
This delineates the overall results of four sequential trials of the virucidal

tissues as compared with cotton handkerchiefs. The third experiment attained

exactly the same result as the second, zero transmission, and the fourth

experiment achieved a 75% transmission rate. (The interruption experiment is

described in enclosed in Reprint #7.) For good reason, Kimberly-Clark was

ecstatic, as were we, and the['immediately began to manufacture the facial
tissues for test market under the trade name AVERT. Unfortunately, probably

because they were very expensive, the test markets were unsuccessful. After

considerable internal debate, the AVERT project has been put on hold and we

have about 10,000 boxes on campus. We hope that these can be used in the

future to define their role in preventing infections under various experimen-

tal and natural circumstances. Note that we don't know whether the AVERT

tissues were better than regular tissues; we know only that virucidal tissues

stopped RVI6 transmission among poker-playing male UW students.

Mechanisms of K"416 Transmission Experiments

We carried out four final Antarctic Hut experiments in this series in order to

delineate the mechanism of transmission. As indicated in the above para-

graphs, the prevailing view was that colds were primarily transmitted by

direct contact. It seemed likely to us that we should be able to settle this

issue by some careful Antarctic Hut experiments.

Slide 36 - Four experiments to determine how Rhinovirus 16 is transmitted.

Experiments A, B and C were typical 12-hour, 8 donor, 12 recipient poker game

experiments, but, in each, six of the 12 recipients wore either a large collar

or an arm brace which prevented them from touching their hands to their faces.

(See Reprint #8.) This stopped hand transmission as a pQs_s_ble route. The

other six individuals could pick their noses, rub their eyes or do whatever

they wished. The collars and braces were designed so as not to interfere with

poker playing. You will note on this slide that in Experiments A, B and C the
transmission rates varied from 42% to 92%, and, overall, the restraine_

recipients had a 56% attack rate and the unrestrained (control) recipients had

a 67% attack rate. The difference between 67% and 56% was not significant.

The results of Experiments A,B and C suggest that eliminating hand-to-face

contact did not impede transmission from the donors to the recipients.

Experiment D was really an extension of Experiment C. Our 12-hour experiments

usually end at around 11:00 or 12:00 PH. At the end of Experiment C, 12

additional recipients were placed immediately in an identical room across the

hall from the interaction room used for Experiments A,B and C. Into the room

with these 12 new recipients were placed all the tables, chairs, poker chips,

pencils, cards, etc. used in Experiment C. As it turned out, the transmis-
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sion rate in Experiment C was 42%, so it is knownthat these donors had,
somehow,transmitted their colds to the Experiment C recipients. These

transferred fomites had been handled for 12 hours by eight men with fairly

severe colds. The new recipients, whom we called "fomite recipients" began to

play poker with this very decidedly "used" equipment. At first, they were

reluctant even to handle the cards, but we patiently explained again the

purpose of the experiment and persuaded them to touch their hands to their

nostrils and eyes every 15 minutes to assure good hand-to-nostril contact.

After a little reluctance the fomite recipients entered into their games with

vigor. Meanwhile, we began a new poker game back in the Experiment C interac-

tion room. This game, which began shortly after 12:00 midnight, contained

eight donors playing with new decks of cards, i.e., everyone in the game had a

"good" RVI6 cold. Each hour the cards, poker chips, pencils and other easily

transported items were inter6h_nged between the donor poker game and the

fomite recipient poker game. Thus, the fomite recipients had an hourly supply

of freshly contaminated fomites. Both games continued for 12 hours. The

reader will note that half the cards used by the Experiment D (fomite)

recipients had been used by eight sick donors for 18 hours.

Much to our amazement, non..___eof the fomite recipients shed rhinovirus type 16

nor did they develop any symptoms. Obviously, the fomites used in the fomite-

only poker room were, theoretically at least, contaminated to a far greater

extent than would ordinarily be the case. The donors' hands were cultured for

RVI6 in Experiment D and the recipients' were cultured in Experiments C and D.

No virus was recovered from the recipients' hands, and amounts from 47-1600
50TCID were recovered from the Experiment D donors.

The reader will note that in'these four experiments, we blocked hand transmis-

sion in Experiments A,B and C and airborne transmission in Experiment D. In

the first three experiments the collars and arm splints made hand contact

impossible, and in Experiment D interception by two brick walls made airborne

transmission impossible.

Slide 37 - LANCET editorial on our Antarctic Hut research. The last slide is

the best of all in that it is the lis£ing of the editorials of the February 8,

1988 edition of The Lancet. The editorial on the "splints" is directed at

this last series of experiments. As well, our other work including the

transmission model, is reviewed. The editorial was a complete surprise and is

enclosed (Reprint #9).

One additional experiment in this series was performed and is described in the

1988 publication: "Near Disappearance of Rhinovlrus Along a Fomite Transmis-

sion Chain" (Reprint #I0). In this work which was chiefly performed by Dr.

Jennings and Ms. Mink, we sought to determine why, in our preceding experi-

ments, so little virus had passed by fomite from the donor's nose to the

recipient's hands. For this experiment we used a three donor/three recipient

poker game where the amount of virus in the nasal washing, on the finger tips

of the left hand and right hand, on the cards and poker chips, and on the

recipient's upper lip and external nares, was determined. The three donors

entered the experiment with approximately i million tissue culture infective

doses per ml of nasal washing, and they deposited from 320-32,000 TCID50:s of

RVI6 on the finger tips of their left and right hands. On the cards and chips
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(the fomites) the amount of virus was very small, none in approximately i/3 of

the cases and was usually no higher than 32 TCID50 per fomite. By the time

the virus got to the three recipients, the great majority of samples from the

right and left hands as well as the upper lip and external nares were negative

(14 of 18 samples). Of the four that were positive, two of them had 13 TCID50

and two I00 TCIDso. (These data can be found on Table 2 of Reprint #I0).

We did find that when mucus was wet on any fomite that the virus was easily

transmitted to a reclpient's hand. Evidently, in our poker games there is

very little wet mucus left, despite gross initial contamination. This "Near

Disappearance..." paper was selected for con_nent by one of the co-editors, Dr.

Hark S. Klempner, in the 1990 Yearbook of Infectious Diseases (pp. 128-29).

The reader will enjoy Dr. Klempner's remarks[ (Reprint [#Ii])

We are now embarked on an investigation with the American Filtrona Corporation

to determine whether their new high capacity, fine pore filters will remove

rhinoviruses from the air. If so, we shall try to stop transmission by

filtering the air.

CONCLUSIONS

These many pages, figures and reprints have covered many years of research in

open populations such as families and school rooms, in an isolated Antarctic

station and, finally, in a series of human volunteer experiments based on the

prior epidemiologic investigations. We have found that a variety of different

viruses spread slowly among the various populations and in the volunteer

groups. Using a virucidal tissue, we have been able to completely stop

rhinovirus 16 transmission in volunteers_ and possibly greatly impede vlrus

transmission in an Antarctic pop u!ation. We have also presented evidence that

most rhinovirus transmission is through aerosolized particles. We hope that

we are on the threshold of effectively blocking transmission through the air

through the filtering capacity of high technology filter units. Perhaps a
combination of air filtration and careful nasal sanitation with virucidal

tissues will effectively control virus transmission in isolated space colonies

and in ordinary earth-bound populations.
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M %VAL MED ICAL TREATMENT FACILITY - MCMURDO

attachment 4

AUSTRAL SUMMER

Mainbody Season

Length 141

WINFLY Start 8/23 8/26 8/22 8/22 8/20 8/26 8/22 8/22

Mainbody

Opening 10/5 10/3 10/3 10/4 I0/I 10/4 10/4 10/3

Closeout 2/23 2/19 2/20 2/28 2/25 2/27 2/25 2/26

139 140 147 147 146 144 146

Dental Visits 733 558 449 638

Dental Procedure 2747 3586 3555 4568

444 500 618

2974 2868 3621

Patient Visits 2795 2321 2040 2431 2582 2821 2498 2997

Lab Procedures 1553 949 1621 1254 921 2895 627 763

Radiographs 666 645 535 632 551 925 539 613

Prescriptions 2655 1171 1303 1538 2520 1766 2509 2213

Minor Surgery - 29 22 28 0 58 36 26

Accident/Injury 261 246 - 241 360 261 299 237

Ethanol Related 21 16 - 19 18 15 19 15

Cold Injury - I0 6 7 9 4 2 2

MVA Related - - - 2 5 16 2 1

Ward Admissions 66 ii 13 20 17 18 18 35

Sick Days - - - 186 234 473 258 213

Medevacs 16 18 20 14 16 6 12 12

Consultations - - - 22 23 17 7 29

Fatalities 1 0 0 1 2 3 1 0

Cateuorv 82-_ @_-4 @4-5 @5-$ _-7 87-8 88-9 89-90



MCMURDO - EIGHT YEAR SUMMER EXPERIENCE ._1982-90)

ACCIDENT RELATED MEDEVACS/CONSULTATIONS

NON-ACCIDENT RELATED MEDEVACS/CONSULTATIONS

98

115



MCMURDO - EIGHT YEAR SUMMER EXPERIENCE

_CCIDENT RELATED MEDEVACS/CONSULTATIONS

Fractures/Dislocations

Knee Ligament Sprains/Meniscal Injuries

Low Back Pain/HNP

Hand Trauma (non-fracture)

Other Sprains/Strains/Arthralgias

Burns

Multiple Trauma
Ocular Trauma

Dental Trauma

Frostbite

Per-forated TM

Head Injury
Soft Tissue Trauma

Total Accident Related

(1982-90)

30

13

II

II

9

5

4

4

4

3

2

1

1

98



MCMURDO- EIGHT YEAR SUMMEREXPERIENCE (1982-90)

NON-ACCIDENT RELATED MEDEVACS/CONSULTATIONS

Abdominal 20

Pregnancy 20

Genitourinary/Gynecologlc 18

Cardiologic 12

Hernia i0

Neurologic 9

ENT 5

Psychiatric 5

Dermatology 3

Dental (non-trauma) 2

Miscellaneous ii

Total 115



Abdominal
Acute Abdomen/Abdominal

Gallstones

Small Bowel Obstruction

GI Bleeding

Hepatitis
Hemorrhoids

GE Reflux

Hernia

Pain

20

Ii
2

2

2

i

i
I

I0



Pregnancy
Uncomplicated
Complicated

Genitourinary/Gynecologic
GU misc
Nephrolithiasis
GYN misc

2O

18

18
2

8
6
4



Cardiologic
Chest Pain/AMI
Arrhythmias

Neurologic
Neuropathy/Radiculopathy
TIA
Migraine/Cluster
Vertigo
Seizures

Psychiatric
Depression
Suicidal Ideation/Gestures

12

5

9
3



ENT

r/o Oral CA

Laryngitis

Peritonsillar Abscess

Sinus Mass

Nasal Polyposis

Dermatology

Dental (non-trauma)



Miscellaneous

Hypertension

Pulmonary
Rheumatoid Arhthritis

Chalazion

Weight Loss

Digitalis Toxicity
Claudication

Leukocytosis
New Onset Diabetes Mellitus

ii



Physical Screeninq Process for Summer ParticiDant_

(I)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(I0)

Complete History and Physical

Dental Exam with Bite Wings

CBC, UA, RPR

Blood Type and Rh Factor

CXR PA & Lateral (every 5 years)

ECG 12-1ead (baseline, annually after age 40)

Lipid Panel (annually over age 35)

Intraocular Pressure (annually over age 40)

PAP Smear (annually for women)

Chemistry Panel (if on diuretics)



Physical Screenina Process for Winter Participants

(I) All the above

(2) Psychiatric evaluation

(3) HIV Screen



MCMURDQ MEDICAL CAPABILITIES - LABORATQR_

Urine -

Serology -

Micro -

Hematology - CBC, Reticulocyte Count
Sed Rate

Type & Cross

Direct Coomb's

PT, PTT

Chemistry - Electrolytes, BUN, Creatinine

Ca, Mg, P

AST, ALT, CK, LDH, Alk Phos, TBR

Amylase, Uric Acid

Theophylline

UA with microscopic
Acetones

HCG

RPR

Rheumatoid Factor

Monospot

Rapid HIV

Aerobic & Anaerobic bacterial C&S

Gram Stain, KOH



MCMURDO MEDICAL CAPABILITIES

Radiology - All routine radiographs

IVP

Surgery - OR with standard major/minor

instrument trays

Monitors - ECG 12-1ead

ECG Monitors/Defibrillators

Pulse Oximeter

Dental - Fully equipped operatory

Misc - 2 person hyperbaric chamber
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- attachment 5

ANTARCTICA AND SPACE

Albert A. Harrison

Department of Psychology

University of California

Davis, California 95616

- Davis



TRE RUMAN EXPERIENCE IN ANTARCTICA

Involve Operational Personnel and Researchers

Apply Contemporary Theories and Methods

Build Support for "ICE" Research



CONFERENCE COVERAGE

Settings

Orientations and Perspectives

Isolation and Confinement Effects

Interventions and Outcomes

Conference Reports



SOURCES OF VARIABILITY

B = f(p,e)

Personality Moderators

Dimensions of Complex Environments

Station Culture

Environmental Variability Over Time

Factor Analytic Studies



STATES OF CONSCIOUSNESS

Sleep

Hypnotic Susceptibility

Absorption: Imperviousness to Distraction

Imaginative Involvement: Creativity and Fantasy

Task Moderators

Automaticity or Mindlessness" Mental Cruise Control



STRESS

Historical Determinants (LSQ)

Chronic Environmental Factors - Isolation, Confinement

Acute Situational Factors -Weather, Workload, Events

Personality Moderators and the Experience of Stress

Objective Stress Control Mechanisms ("Threat Control")

Subjective Stress Control Mechansisms ("Fear Control")

Training Programs



AUTOMATION

Perceived Control: Who (What's) In Charge Here?

Allocation of Tasks to Persons and Machines

Transparency

Trust and "Reality Checks"

Manual Override

Skill Degredation



SOCIAL DYNAMICS

Cultural Variability

Crew Coordination - Cockpit

Group Decisions : "Groupthink" and Extremity

Intergroup Conflict and "Microaggressions"

Informal Conflict Resolution Mechanisms

Justice Systems

Intergroup Relations

Resource Management

Shifts



TELECOMMUNI CAT ION

Communication Nets

Telemedia Effects

Communication Delays

Intergroup Conflict

Telescience

Telemedicine



RESEARCB STRATEGIES

Focus on Moderating Variables

Longitudinal Research

Long Term Follow-Up

Multivariate/Cross-Lagged Analysis

Neurometric Measures

Use of PCs for Data Collection !

Telemetry i

|

i
|

i
m



ANTARCTIC/SPACE ANALOGUES

Surface Ships ("ENDEAVOR 1,000" )

Nuclear Submarines

The NOAA Habitat "Aquarius"

Biosphere II

Balloon Circumnavigations

Remote National Parks



RECOMMENDATIONS FOR AGENCIES

Clear Research Priorities

Regular, Sustained Funding

Realistic Time Lines

Continuing Dialogs

Interagency Cooperation



RECOMMENDATIONS FOR Po Io 0 S

Exude Competence

Join the Team

Avoid Penalizing Participants

Attend to Ethics

Promote Information Dissemination and Utilization

Cultivate Newcomers
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attachment 7

N93-1 801

Summary of Presentation for Research on

Social Structure, Agreement, and Conflict _n Groups in
Extreme and Isolated Environments

Dcsp!t¢ a vast amount of reseaych, 1attic is known cone,ruing the ,ffext of group struc-
tm'(_,and !ndividaals' undm'standing of that st:ructure, on conflict in Antarctic j;roup$. The over-
all objective of the research discussed is to _t_t'rt'dn¢ the interrelationships of group struc_rc,
social cognition, and group fur)c'don and con_ct in isolated and oxtrcrne environtacnt,.

thetwo decades followingW .W'l_.,a largebody of zeseaxchfocused on thephysio.-
logical,psychological,and socialpsychologicalfactorsaffectingthefunctioningof indtddu_s
and groupsina varietyofextreme and :solatedonviron.mcntsin boththeAtone and Antarctic.
Th¢_ az¢ two primarymasons forfiarthcrre.se_chof thistype, Fn'st, Antarctic pol_ statio_aro
cons_dete.dto be naturallaboratoriesforthesocialand bchavlotalsci¢_tces_nd providean
opportunitytoaddress¢2rtaintheoreticalind empiri.calqucstlo_conc¢rttedwith ag'rccn'_ntand
conflictm socialgroupsinger_rajand group bc_iav_orinext_m¢, isolatedenvizonrmn!sinpa.r-
ticula:r.Recent advances _ntheanalysisof socialnetworks and intracultu:ralv_iau0n have

improved themetho<:hand ]lavasbJ.ftc-d_o thc.orctlcal_ucstJ,o_. The tesca_h ismotivatedby
three cla.,sss of qu_.tions: 1) What are the characteristics of the social r¢lauons arrtoftg indivt-
duals working and Living tog¢thcr ia extreme and isolated cnvtxonmcnts?, 2) What do indlvi.
d_tals undc, rstand about their group, how does that und_standlng develop, and how is it socially
4istnbutcd?,and 3)What istherdlationshipbetween thatunderstandingand thefunctioningof

the#oci.al._r.o_p7Answ_s torheasquestionsareimportantffwe a.wtoadvance out k-now_edg,
ofhow mdiwduals and groupsadapttoext_rnceavh'onmctus.

$_ond, althoughAata_..cticwinter-overcandidatesmay"be evaluatedasqua]!fiedon :he
basis of individual cha.racteristtca, .the..),may fail to adapt because of certain charact¢t_tics of the
social group. Cons_.cntly, the abihty of winter-over grot)ps to adapt to !h_e extxe..me condi.
ti0ns has vaned dramat:caLIy from yoaa"to.year. In the past, d_ff,_rices :n personahtF, back.
ground, and social s tatu_ have led to confhcts bctw_, tl indiv'iduah) ca"clique# pr_tpitating, :n
rm'n, an ovotall.dcchr_ in morale, fa.ilu_ to accomph_h work ta.,ka, _d increases in insomnia,
_pr_ston, anxaety, and alcohol abuse. A bcRer undcrstandi.n.g of tbo role of group structure and
SOCialCognition in process_ of grovp adaptation and confhct in Antarcttca would contribute
towards the revision of exJstJn$ screening rr_.thocls, potentially lcad_ng to. a r_ocuon of group
conflictand imp'rovedl:,¢rforma_ceof _"ientaficresearchand support_tavattes.An improved
scr_ningprotocolf_r_e Ante:ericwould alsohave apphcationsforother isolatedenvlmnmcnta
such a, sc_eatificoutpostsand the proposedNASA spacestation.

In sum, thisr,sea.rchwill(I)contributesignificantlytooot theca-a.ticalusderstandingof
theroleof socialstmctur,and cognitioninthefunctioningof groupsinisolation,(2)comple-
ment currentwork on heahh and adaptationin.polar¢nv_on.tmnts,and O) provideformodcl-sof
thoformationofgroup structurethatwillaidtnthedevelopment ofimproved proc_urcs for
assemblinggroupsfortheAnmrcuc and otheri,_olatcd¢nvironrr_nts(e.g.,spacestations).
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A review of prior space immunology studies and relevant stress immunology

studies were presented. In order to determine the unique effects of the space

flight environment, including microgravity and novel types of ionizing radiation on
human immune function, itwill be necessary to define those changes which can be

accounted for exclusively by the stresses associated with landing. This is

especially important, since only one inflight experiment with an appropriate I-G

centrifuge has been performed to date.

An overview of methodology used for determining human in vitro lymphocyte

activation, proliferation and effector cell function was presented and results of
previous manned space flight immunology studies from Apollo through Shuttle were
reviewed (1,2). Until the Shuttle era, lymphocyte assays were not very sensitive
and had such large variations among normal subjects that it was difficult to define
a consistent effect of space flight. More sensitive assay, however, even with
Shuttle missions as brief as 6 days indicate depressed T-cell proliferative

responses are routinely observed following space flight. Using a slight modification
of the Shuttle assay, five different human stress-immunology models have been
studied over the last 6 years in our lab. These have included: academic examina-
tions of medical students having blood drawn during major test periods on three

separate groups of first year studentsand two hypoxia studies (at 25,000 feet in
a 6 week chamber ascent to the equivalent of Mount Everest and twice on Pikes
Peak at 14,000 feet}. These studies are particularly pertinent to Antarctica, since
the altitude equivalent of 11,000 feet at the South Pole may affect some of the
variables that are being measured in immunology, physiology or cognitive studies.
An extravehicular study was performed drawing blood from 35 individuals before
and immediately following a chamber exposure study (3). Preliminary results from
30 Shuttle astronauts investigated immunophenotype analysis and the role of a

novel monocyte population in modulating the previously observed suppressed i___n
vitro immune function (4). The results of the Air Force Academy cadet stress

study were also presented.

Summary of Operation Everest II

An approximately 30% reduction in mitogenic proliferative responses were
noted at 72 hours as was previously observed from Shuttle crews and this defect
could also be observed in the first 24 hours of culture by measuring protein

synthesis (5). In contrast, interferon production in the supernatants was extremely
variable and therefore large numbers of subjects would be required to detect a

uniform change in cytokine assays. B-cell function was completely unimpaired as
measured by in vitro immunoglobulin product and nasal wash IgA levels. Serum
IgM and IgA levels were actually increased in the plasma after 4 weeks of altitude
exposure. This may be the result of depressed T-cell function. NK activity despite
cytokine augmentation at 3 different effector: target ratios was unaffected. No
changes were observed among T-cell helper: suppressor ratios by immunopheno-
typing, or B-cells whereas an increase in the percentage of monocytes was



observed. These results are consistent with previous human altitude studies by
the Soviets which also show impaired T-cell function whereas B-cell function was
unimpaired.

Summary of Medical Student Academic Stress Studies

Subject selection was crucial since less stress was observed in subsequent
years when the method of recruitment did hot induce as many reluctant students
to participate. There was a trend (P<.05) Of subjects with an increasing number
of URIs to have lower in vitro T-cell proliferative responses. We also aoted that
females rated themselves as perceiving more stress during both control and test
periods, emphasizing the importance of gender differences in these studies. The
greatest change in stress-induced proliferative responses were observed when
monocytes increased as they did during Operation Everest II, whereas cytokine

production iL-2, and gama interferon were variable and NK activity was unimpaired.

Shuttle Crew Study

A brief summary of some Shuttle studies indicated that a reduction in several
T-cell subsets were observed when expanded immunophenotyping assays were
performed. Decrease in NK-cells, T inducer and T cytotoxic subsets were seen
whereas monocytes increased to a similar magnitude as was observed during OE II.
Furthermore, characterizations of these monocytes by flow cytometry indicate a
novel population that may be more immature since their expression of insulin and
insulin-like growth factor receptors were distinctly different from normal
monocytes {4).

U.S. Air Force Academy Cadets

To correlate associations between reduced in vitro T-cell responses and
susceptibility to viral illness, during stress, a more homogeneous population was
studied at the United States Air Force Academy. Advantages of this study include
similar exposure to infectious agents, and the subjects are homogeneous regarding

age, social/economic status, intellect, diet, lifestyles. Since all subjects are single
and do not have children, they are at a more uniform risk for contracting
infectious diseases. They also have excellent health care monitoring, at the cadet
clinic and experience major stressors at the same time. Their personality profiles
are very similar to astronauts. The negative aspects of this study however, are
that it's diffmult obtaining low stress control periods with thin group of highly and
continually stressed individuals, and the findings may not be applicable to the
general population. Furthermore, they experience d_ferent stress depending on
their own unique talents, as some individuals find the academic load most stressful,

whereas others find physical or physiological hazing to be more traumatic. The g9
cadets did rate themselves as having significantly more perceived stress as well
as a greater response to stress during basic cadet training and this was associated

with significant reduction in PKA responsiveness of 20-30% similar to what was
observed from Shuttle crews. This in vitro reduction could be prevented by co-
culturing cells with IL-2. This reduced proliferative responsiveness did not
discriminate between those 63 individuals who remained free of illness and those

27 who had one or more upper respiratory infections during the observation period.

Therefore this study did allow us to investigate potential mechanisms of neuro-
endocrine mediated stress-induced immune suppression in humans. A strong
correlation between reduced immune responsiveness in vitro and susceptibility to
viral illnesses was not demonstrated.



Specific areas of investigation to exploit the uniqueness of the Polar

environmen_t as a space station analogue should include infectious disease studies

which investigate transmission of infectious agents, reactivation of latent viruses,

and studies which identify mechanisms of host immunocompetence and susceptibility

to viral diseases. Immunologic studies should be interdisciplinary and focus on

mechanisms of the daily or seasonal variation in human immune responsiveness and

the relation to circadian rhythm. Clinical trials could also be performed in this

environment including active immunizations, antiviral chemotherapy, prophylactic

regiments or biologic response modifiers. Also, testing potential markers for

immunosuppression or cellular dysfunction could be conducted since immune

effector cells are readily available from peripheral blood. Endocrine studies should

also be done concomitantly to identify potential mechanisms of seasonal variation,

differences between women and men in this environment and possibly studying

bone mineralization in an environment where stress-induced endocrine responses

might be invoked. Additional suggestions to improve the scientific yield from

Polar/NASA studies would include more attention to subject selection; include both

men and women and match personality and psych.social features to astronauts

likely to travel to the Space Station Freedom, Lunar Colony or Mars. Perhaps

subjects could be selected in a nation-wide competition, similar to astronauts to

insure a higher quality of subjects who would also agree to not abuse alcohol which

could be a major confounding variable in interpreting results of any physiological

or cognitive of studies in this isolated, controlled environment. The station

physician or PhD investigator could learn the specific assays to be performed

during the winter-over period at the Pls lab. The Polar science facilities may

require expansion but this would be an ideal environment to verify the use of

automated instruments and telecommunication capabilities in a remote laboratory

similar to those planned for the Space Station Freedom. It is also recommended

that an appropriate control group perhaps remaining at Christchurch, N.Z. be

studied simultaneously.

Collaborators for the above studies have included: from NASA/Johnson Space

Center; Gerald Taylor, Nitza Cintron, Clarence Sams, Laurie Neale, and Elizabeth

Kraus. From the University of Colorado; Morey Smith and Chris Robinson. From

the University of Texas Medical Branch at Galveston; Charlie Stuart, Eric Smith,

David Lee, Ed Blalock and Russ Gardner. University of Oklahoma; Harold

Munchmore and Nan Scott. U.S. Army Research Institute of Environmental Medicine

in Natick Massachusetts; Paul Rock, Charlie Houston and Allen Simmermen.

U.S. Air Force Academy; Gary Coulter, Paul Sherry, Tom Mabry, Ron Reed and

Robert Ginnett.
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EXERCISE DURING LONG TERM EXPOSURE TO SPACE

Value of Exercise During Space Exploration

PHYSIOLOGICAL

There appears to be two general physiological reasons why exercise will

be beneficial to space travelers who will experience a weightless and isolated

environment for many months or a few years; one, to alleviate or prevent

tissue atrophy (principally bone and muscle), to maintain cardiovascular

function, and to prevent deleterious changes in extracellular and cellular

fluid volumes and plasma constituents, especially electrolytes; and two, to

maintain whole organism functional physical and physiological status with

special reference to neuromuscular coordination (physical skill) and physical

fitness (muscle strength and power, flexibility, and aerobic endurance). The

latter reason also relates well to the ability of the crew members to resist

both general and local fatigue and thus ensure consistent physical

performance.

PSYCHOLOGICAL

It seems important to utilize all available resources to provide

distractions and diversions to isolated space crews who will not be

continuously busy with pertinent tasks. Various forms of exercise, performed

regularly, could help alleviate boredom and assist the travelers in coping



with stress, anxiety, and depression.

COMPLIANCE TO HABITUAL EXERCISE

There have been numerous exercise training studies conducted over several

weeks or months and even under the most optimal conditions the subject

attrition rate in these studies is very high. Even under conditions where the

consequence of not exercising regularly is life-threatening it is difficult to

maintain the interest and compliance of participants. However, the results

are obvious if a highly motivated and highly specialized and homogeneous group

(e.g., astronauts, elite athletes) engage in a regular program of physical

exercise. The awareness of astronauts and athletes of the important intrinsic

benefits and values of exercise provide them the necessary incentive to

comply.

IMPORTANT EXERCISE TRAINING FACTORS

1. Type

2. Frequency

3. Duration

4. Intensity

i. Type. The type or types of exercise recomended for long-term space

exposure should be both physically and psychologically appealing. That is,

the exercises Should meet the physical, physiological, and health goals of

NASA and at the same time should be preferred by the participants. Exercise

training should emphasize the development and maintenance of flexibility,

muscular strength and power, and aerobic endurance. A training program with



this emphasiswill help insure optimal and cardiovascular-respiratory

function, muscle tone, and joint mobility. The type or types of exercise

will, for the most part, be determined based on the limitations of the space

habitat and 0g environment. If exercise has priority in long-term space

exposure then the development of exercise equipment and apparatus especially

designed to elicit specific training stimuli in a weightless environment must

be carefully considered. The use of stationary exercise equipment designed to

simulate walking-running (treadmills), stepping, cycling, rowing and cross

country skiing should be carefully considered in order to elicit the optimal

aerobic response whereas specially designed flexibility and strength training

equipment should also be considered. Furthermore, opportunity for choices and

diversity of exercises will help maintain interest and compliance among

participants.

2. Frequency. The number of recommended exercise sessions per week will

depend on individual fitness status and previous training habits although a

minimum of three days/week is sufficient to cause a training effect while two

days/week can maintain fitness gains. The usual reconunendation for the

recreational athlete is 3-5 days/week but if regular exercise participation is

projected to also serve as a diversion to the boredom of isolation the

frequency can be safely increased to 7-14 sessions per week (maximum of 2

exercise training sessions per day).

3. Duration. Similar to frequency, the duration of each exercise training

session will depend on the fitness status of each crew member and will also be

determined by the specific objectives of each exercise session. Participants
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with low fitness status usually use a 10-20 min range; those with average

fitness status, 15-45 min; while highly fit crew members can exercise for 30-

60 min.

The length of the training session will therefore depend on the energy

level of the participant and the intensity of exercise.

4. Intensity. The most critical of the four training factors is exercise

intensity as only a small change in this stimulus can have dramatic effects on

the training response. The intensity levels for flexibility, muscle

development, and cardiovascular respiratory exercises can be determined in the

following ways:

Flexibility -- easy to control as specific static stretching exercises

are performed for only I0 sac followed by full recovery.

Muscle Strength-Endurance -- exercise intensity can be based on a variety

of evaluations including isometric, isotonic, and isokinetic. For strength, a

high resistance-low repetition evaluation regimen is recommended while muscle

endurance is best evaluated by a low resistance-high repetition protocol.

Cardiovascular-Respiratory -- the determination of target heart rate

seems to be the key to controlling intensity for cardiovascular-respiratory

exercise training. Target heart rate is simply defined as the proportion (%)

of maximal heart rate one in£ends to exercise. Maximal heart rate can be

determined most accurately by exercise testing in the laboratory but can also

be estimated by taking 220 and subtracting the age of the participant (low

estimate) or taking 210 and subtracting age x 0.5 (high estimate). To

determine the crew member's target heart rate simply multiply maximal heart

rate by the desired exercise intensity. Based on individual fitness status



the usual recommendations are as follows:

recommended % of

fitness status maximal heart rate

low 60

fair 65

average 70

good 75

excellent 80-90

For example, if a participant's maximum heart rate is 180 beats per

minute and if the desired exercise intensity is 70% the target heart rate

would be 180 X 0.70 or 126 beats/min. It is important to remember that target

heart rate is not the rate to be achieved by the end of exercise but instead

should be maintained for as near the whole duration of exercise as possible.

Increasing exercise intensity to extremes can have deleterious physical and

physiological effects culminating in general discomfort, muscle and joint

pain, and possible injury.

There is no need to exercise at high intensities to realize gains in

cardiovascular-respiratory fitness. Someone performing continuous exercise

for as little as i0 min 3 days per week at "conversational pace" can see

increases in fitness. "Conversational pace" means exercising at a pace or

rate that would permit the participant to converse with someone.

PHYSICAL FITNESS EVALUATION

Before the exercise training factors can be used as a successful recipe

for fitness, each participant must be evaluated. Fitness levels of crew

members may differ significantly and thus it is important to individually



prescribe fitness programs based on the crew members' responses to tests of

flexibility, muscle strength, power and endurance, and cardiovascular-

respiratory function. Although periodic pre- and post-flight testing can be

conducted in the laboratory, emphasis should be on simple, but effective,

self-testing procedures designed to complementthe laboratory tests. In this

way both the i_ediate and long-term effects of exercise training can be

measured.

EXERCISEANDISOLATION

I amnot aware of any studies that have reported data concerning the

specific effects of isolation on physiological responses of exercise or vice-

versa. In almost all cases where isolation was a factor the principal aspects

of investigation were environmental, not isolation. In such cases, most data

regarding the effects of isolation have been anecdotal. It is well knownthat
L

training programs designed to improve and maintain physical fitness are, for

the most part, very boring. This problem in concert with isolation could

seriously jeopardize compliance.

Our earlier studies, which were designed to determine the effects of both

acute and chronic altitude exposure onexercise, although involving isolation,

did no£ specifically Consider this factor. Over the last several years our

laboratory has studied the effects of high intensity exercise training on the

performances of elite athletes much of which was done in quite isolated

conditions. The preparation for competition ofthese athletes has many

similarities to potential problems to be encountered by crews on long space

flights or isolated for long periods on station. Groups of 20 or more rowing

athletes have consistently been cloistered and isolated for as long as 12
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weeks for the purpose of team selection and training for international

competitions including Olympic Games. These selection and training camps (as

they are called) are characterized by a highly competitive atmosphere where

athletes are competing for team positions, high intensity exercise training

sessions, an extremely scheduled life style, and the monotony and boredom of

twice-a-day training. In addition to the isolation, the athletes must often

cope with environmental extremes, dehydration, hypoglycemia, negative nitrogen

balance, decreased glycogen stores, rhabdomyolysis, and hematuria. Incidents

of fatigue and overtraining are corm_on. In addition, the athletes seem

vulnerable to such communicable diseases as hepatitis, mononucleosis, upper

respiratory infections, and viruses. Besides being chronically tired, the

isolation of rowers during preparation for international regattas contributes

to the rapid transmission of con_nunicable diseases; the participants live

close together and share sleeping, lounging, eating, and toilet facilities.

Although the sport of rowing makes excessive physiological demands on the

competitor where exaggerated stress is placed on muscles and joints, the most

common medical problems relate to communicable diseases.

The physical and physiological problems related to extreme isolation may

seem pale compared to the potential psychological stress imposed on the space

travelers. Although our information is strictly anecdotal the following

responses have been observed consistently over several years of my association

with National and Olympic rowing camps; participants tire of: spartan living

conditions, close living, each other, lack of privacy, and competitive tension

(often a prolonged selection process where team candidates are constantly

pitted against one another in order to earn a position on the team).

Our elite athlete model also represents many personality characteristics



that are comparable with those of astronauts. Successful elite rowers are:

i.: A part of a highly selected homogeneous group possessing very high

egos

2. Bright, intelligent, and usually well educated

3. Aggressive and highly competitive

4. Dedicated, highly motivated and have excellent work habits

5. Tenacious, push themselves to exhaustion and have increased pain

tolerance

Quick learners, highly skilled, and have high energy levels

Narrowly and highly focused and cool under pressure

Constantly seeking evaluation

Loyal and take pride in their training and competitive efforts

Excellent leaders but can function equally well as cooperative team

players

.

7.

8.

9.

i0.

HELPING COMPLIANCE IN EXERCISE

There have been considerable data reported describing successful efforts

....to encourage people to maintain an exercise training program (see references)

however most compliance studies have dealt with physical fitness exercise

training for the recreational athlete and exercise rehabilitation following

coronary infarction Or bypass surgery; little or no data are available for

special asymptomatic groups.

A variety of methodologies have been used to help compliance most of

which were very straight forward and simply involve common sense. The trick

is to keep people exercising. The development and nurturing of a positive

attitude toward exercise is very important. This will probably not be a
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difficult obstacle in the case of prospective space dwellers as they will most

likely have a similar attitude toward exercise as our elite athlete model.

Exercise must be a priority with emphasis on inherent physiological and

psychological benefits. Exercise must be as normal and as regular as eating

and sleeping. Successful exercise training programs, even for highly

motivated groups, must be realistic, attractive, varied, and individually

designed. It has been our experience that highly motivated groups such as

astronauts and elite athletes seem to enjoy challenges thus exercise training

should have an element of competition, e.g. racing against a computer

competitor or time on a bicycle ergometer. However, at the same time keep

training fun and include as many game situations as possible. Although there

--is controversy concerning whether a participant should associate or dissociate

tHemselv6_,,rin .... _ exercise training, it appears that dissociation or

distraction from the boredom of_xerCfa e_is a co,non ploy for the redreational

athlete; witness the widespread use of television and audio tapes to keep the

exerciser compliant. On the other hand I would strongi_ recommend that a

highly motivated group such as the astronauts and elite athletes en_hasize

association so that they may keep "in tune" with their bodies. Association

before, during, and following exercise training can be an important source of

information for evaluation of the effects of training. This more subjective

self-evaluation should be complemenhed periodically_ with more objective

evaluation procedures that can measure specific effects of exercise training.

Whether the_e objective tests are self-administered or conducted by an onboard

specialist, portable and accurate technology is currently available to easily

assess a host of p_ysiological functions. These evaluations will probably

prove valuable in maintaining compliance. An introduction of a simple awards
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system often insures compliance as well as the use of partnership or group

participation; mutual or reciprocating motivation is often an excellent

compliance stratagem. I have found through my research with the isolated and

highly trained elite athlete that the keys to maintaining compliance are

leadership, C0nm_/nication, and education. Whether this leadership comes from

an exercise specialist or a designated crew member, it must be a part of any

successful exercise training program. Constant accurate and reliable

information concerning the effects of exercise must be co.wnunicated to the

crew at a level and language they understand and in this way education becomes

a bonus of the program.

In summary, it seems that a regular and well-planned exercise training

program in an isolated enviro_ent should be designed to blunt the boredom of

isolation, prevent the expected anatomical and physiologica!_/]et_r-i_-atipn-of

tissues associated with prolonged exposu[e to welgn_l_essness, lessen the

prospects of joint and muscle pglnJa-nd injury, and alleviate fatigue. If

exercise is a high priority for NASA in prolonged spaceexposure for the
__2<_-jS c . _ -

future,-th_n_-it may be important to include a master'motivator, con_m/nicator,

_a_ndeducator as an exercise training specialist as part of the crew. I also

see exercise as being an integral part of possible interdisciplinary research

life science areaswith other pertinent NASA • such as nutrition, immunology

biochemistry, circadian rhythms and sleep, endocrinology, and psychosocia_

sciences.
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